We consider a seasonally forced SIS epidemic model where the population is spatially divided into two patches. We consider that periodicity occurs in the contact rates by switching between two levels. The epidemic dynamics are described by a switched system. We prove the existence of an invariant domain D containing at least one periodic solution. By considering small migrations, we rewrite the SIS model as a slow-fast dynamical system and show that it has a harmonic periodic solution which lies in a small tubular neighborhood of a curve Γ m . We deduce from this study the persistence or not of the disease in each patch.
Introduction
Some transmitted diseases which do not confer immunity, such as gonorrhea or bacterial disease (e.g. meningitis) could be described by SIS compartmental models. SIS models could also be used as a first approximation to represent influenza disease. Evolution of these diseases also depends on seasonality and spatial dispersion. It is the case of the winter seasonal influenza A virus in temperate climates, studied by Nelson et al. [22] using viral genome sequence data, for which the authors show that the influenza A virus migrates away during non-epidemic periods, rather than persisting locally at low levels during the influenza 'off-season'.
Outbreaks of seasonal diseases have been widely studied with emphasis on the periodic forcing induced by seasonality (Grassly and Fraser [13] ). Seasonality may be caused by natural effects such as periodic temperatures, humidity profiles or birth rates (He and Earn [15] ). In this case seasonality could be modeled by continuous transmission rate. Otherwise, seasonality may be due to human forced phenomena such as the succession of school terms and holidays which concern mainly childhood diseases (Hethcote [16] , Keeling et al. [18] ). The epidemic's dynamics are then given by switched systems. These switched models can also be used to describe pronounced seasonality with fast transition from one season to another (Duke-Sylvester et al. [11] , Earn et al. [12] ).
Spatial heterogeneity in disease transmission is known to play an important role in the persistence of epidemics. Lloyd and May [20] underline the fact that models which only take seasonality into account can lead to a wide range of complex dynamics, but sometimes rely on strong unrealistic assumptions such as a very low level of infectives during the low period of the cycle. Taking into account immigration terms may increase this minimum level of infectives (Bolker and Grenfell [7] ). Grenfell et al. [14] use a metapopulation model to show that the time-lag of a measles outbreak between English big cities and their surrounding areas is the result of a seasonal outbreak in these big cities.
It has also been observed that geographical location plays a major role in epidemiological dynamics. For example, cholera dynamics in the Indian subcontinent provide an extreme example of regional variation in annual outbreaks [1] . Not only does influenza epidemic provide a strong example of latitudinal gradient in epidemic seasonality (Viboud et al. [29] ), but so do other diseases such as polio (Dowell [10] ) and rotavirus infections (Cook et al. [9] ).
In epidemiological studies, disease and population dynamics have different scales in time due to small parameters in the models (Anderson and May [2] ). Using different scales in time and variables may help us to study the dynamics. These are used to reduce the dimensionality of the model. When epidemiological dynamics take seasonality into account, they usually exhibit periodic solutions. Small parameters lead to relaxation oscillations which can be analyzed by rescaling (Schwartz [26] , Olinky et al. [23] ).
We consider a two-patch SIS seasonal model with migration, as considered by Wang and Mulone [30] , in which we assume in addition that seasonality is taken into account by considering switched systems with high and low contact rates. We prove the existence of an invariant domain which contains all the periodic solutions of the switched system. Then, in the second part of our work, using different timescales and variables, we rewrite the SIS model as a slow-fast system.
Studying properties of slow and fast dynamics, we state the existence of a macroscopic attractor Γ m for the switched dynamics and show that there is an annual periodic solution which lies in a small tubular neighborhood of the curve Γ m .
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the problem, the hypothesis and the main results of our work. In Section 3, we prove the existence of an invariant domain within which there is at least one periodic solution. Assuming, in Section 4, that the migration dynamics are slower than the epidemic dynamics, we study the system in the framework of a singular perturbation theory, specially the theory of slow-fast systems. In particular, using a method of averaging, we describe the behavior of the slow dynamics. Then we prove the existence of a closed curve which is a macroscopic attractor, denoted by Γ m , and the existence, in a small neighborhood of Γ m , of at least one annual periodic solution. In the final section, we conclude by giving biological insights that are yielded from the theoretical results and then present a numerical illustration of our results.
Preliminaries and main results
We consider a SIS epidemic model, in which the population is divided into two compartments: the susceptibles and the infectives. The population is also spatially divided into two patches. In patch i ∈ {1, 2}, the number of susceptibles is denoted by S i whereas the number of infectives is denoted by I i . The total population of patch i is denoted by N i . New births enter the model as susceptibles, and death rate μ i > 0 is the same for susceptibles and infectives so that the total population N = N 1 + N 2 remains constant.
Let β i (τ ) > 0 denote the rates of transmission per infective, so that a number β i (τ )
of individuals leave the susceptible compartment to pass into the infective one. We denote γ i as the recovery rate of an infective, and we assume that disease gives no immunity so that a number γ i I i of individuals leave the infective compartment to pass into the susceptible one.
We assume that transmission parameters β i (τ ) are periodic, with period T τ and satisfy switched dynamics.
We assume that the two patches are connected and we denote a 1 (resp. a 2 ) the migration rate of susceptibles from patch 1 to patch 2 (resp. patch 2 to patch 1). We also denote b 1 (resp. b 2 ) the migration rate of infectives from patch 1 to patch 2 (resp. patch 2 to patch 1). We assume that migration rates depend on the health status of individuals and the healthy individuals are more able to travel, so a 1 > b 1 and a 2 > b 2 .
The population dynamics are thus governed by the following system
Let us introduce the new variables
Since the total population N is constant, the dynamics can be described by a three dimensional system which is given by
with the following periodic and switched transmission parameters
where θ i ∈ (0, 1) are such that θ i T τ is the first period length and β ij are the transmission parameters in patch i for period j. Without loss of generality, one can consider θ 1 ≤ θ 2 . We denote by I j the three intervals of commutation, of lengths
Hence a trajectory of system (1) is a concatenation of arcs of trajectories of the following systems
successively integrated on the time intervals I j for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Let us consider, for i ∈ {1, 2}, the following extremal rate of transmission parameters β
we have two situations: Firstly, at the beginning of each period, the disease is at a high epidemic level in each Tables 4, 5 and 6), the solutions of the seasonally switched system seem to be attracted by a domain T and converge to a periodic solution in this domain. Now we state our main results.
Theorem 1. The domain T defined by
is positively invariant by system (1) .
We shall prove the existence of periodic solutions for system (1) by using Brouwer's fixed point theorem. T is a positively invariant domain for system (1) but it is not compact so one cannot directly apply this theorem. We, therefore, construct a smaller compact, convex and invariant domain D ⊂ T .
Remark 2. System (1) admits, for all τ , a trivial solution which corresponds to the disease free equilibrium (DFE) defined by (x * , y * , z * ) = ( a 2 a 1 +a 2 , 0, 0). Since β 1 (τ ) and β 2 (τ ) are piecewise constant, system (1) appears, in each interval of commutation I j , as an autonomous system and straightforward calculations of its linearized system show that the DFE is unstable if
We now have the following result. According to some data in previous literature [3, 27] , one can suppose that the migration parameters are small and mortalities are smaller than migration parameters. We introduce a small parameter ε and denote, for i = 1 and 2,
System (1) becomes
which appears as a slow-fast system. Let Γ m be the closed curve defined in Section 4, so we can state the following result.
Theorem 4.
Seasonal SIS system (6) , in a small tubular neighborhood of Γ m , has at least one annual periodic solution.
In Fig. 2 , we represent the periodic solution of the seasonally switched system with the same parameter values as in Fig. 1 .
In the following sections we provide proofs for the previous theorems.
The invariant domains T and D
Hereafter we show the existence of the positively invariant domain T . Let us prove that the vector field V (x, y, z) defined by system (1) is directed inward the four faces of the frontier of domain T .
Let
Similarly, we define This ends the proof of Theorem 1.
For the proof of Theorem 3, we begin by studying system (1) with constant transmission parameters β i . Its steady states are given by the following system
where
Combining the first equation with the other equations of system (7), we get the following equations of two conics: C 1 , for isocline dy dτ = 0, and C 2 , for isocline dz dτ = 0, both passing through the origin
and the corresponding discriminants are
and
For a given set of parameters These two conics have three intersection points at most. If β i = γ i + b i + μ i , the conics only have one other intersection point in addition to (0, 0). If these conics are tangent at the origin then they only intersect at the origin and, by implicit function theorem, this condition of tangency is given by e d = ed that is
Condition (14) corresponds to the one established by Wang and Mulone [30] and it is equivalent to R 0 > 1 (see proof of Theorem 2.3 of [30] ). The corresponding point (x, ȳ, z) ∈ T , where x = Φ(ȳ, z), is an endemic steady state for system (1) (which is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 > 1), while the steady state (x 0 , 0, 0) with x 0 = Φ(0, 0) = a 2 a 1 +a 2 corresponds to the DFE (which is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1).
According to the values taken by β 1 (τ ) and β 2 (τ ) in the intervals of commutation I j , for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, seasonal system (1) has, in each interval I j , only one pseudo-steady state denoted by (x j , ȳ j , z j ), which is globally asymptotically stable. It could be the endemic steady state or the DFE.
Here we use the terminology pseudo-steady state for steady state of the system without periodicity (i.e. with constant parameters). These three pseudo-steady states (x j , ȳ j , z j ), for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are in the plane defined by x = Φ(y, z) where Φ(y, z) is given by (8). Now, using Brouwer's fixed point theorem, we shall prove the existence of at least one periodic solution for system (1) in a compact and convex domain D ⊂ T containing its three pseudo-steady states. We apply this theorem to the Poincaré map related to the T τ -periodic system (1)
where k ∈ N * and (x(τ ), y(τ ), z(τ )) is the solution of T τ -periodic system (1) starting from point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )
at time τ 0 = 0. This map is obviously a continuous application. We have already proved that T is a positively invariant domain for system (1) . Hence for all k ∈ N * we have Π k (T ) ⊂ T but since T is not compact one cannot directly apply Brouwer's fixed point theorem. For this purpose we construct a smaller, compact, convex and invariant domain D ⊂ T containing the three pseudo-steady states (x j , ȳ j , z j ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Hence using Brouwer's fixed point theorem, Π k has at least one fixed point (
which is an initial condition of a kT τ -periodic solution for seasonal switched system (1).
Let D, the compact and convex domain containing the pseudo-steady states (x j , ȳ j , z j ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, be defined as follows:
Let (x(τ ), y(τ ), z(τ )) be the solution of system (3) (without periodicity) of initial condition (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). Since all pseudo-steady states are globally asymptotically stable there exist parameters a j > 0 sufficiently small such that, if (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) verifies
Let a = min{a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }, we denote
According to this construction, domain D is positively invariant by periodic system (1) and there is a periodic solution in D as a consequence of Brouwer's fixed point theorem. If for some j 0 ∈ {1, 2, 3} condition (4) holds that means that pseudo-steady state (x j 0 , ȳ j 0 , z j 0 ) is endemic, hence the periodic solution is non-trivial and if for all j ∈ {1, 2, 3} condition (5) holds that means that all pseudo-steady state (x j , ȳ j , z j ) are the DFE, hence the periodic solution is the DFE.
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.
Dynamics for small migration rates
We assume that migration parameters are small and that mortalities are smaller than migration parameters. We shall study system (6) in the framework of singular perturbation theory. The reader can find the main tools of the theory in Kokotović et al. [19] or in O'Malley [24] . Here the fundamental tools we used are Tikhonov's theorem for convergence of solutions of slow-fast systems [19, 21, 28] ) and an averaging method for perturbed systems [25] .
Slow-fast system
We consider two timescales, fast time τ and slow time t = ετ , which leads to system
Before giving a description of the switched dynamics of seasonal system (6) and since functions β i (τ ) are piecewise constant, using Tikhonov's theory of slow-fast systems, we shall study this system where we consider constant functions β i .
Let us give a short description of Tikhonov's result: let (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) be in domain T and (x(τ ), y(τ ), z(τ )) be the solution of system (6) starting from (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) at time τ 0 . When ε tends towards 0, at fast time, system (6) is a regular perturbation of the unperturbed system
hence variables y(τ ) and z(τ ) vary quickly and are approximated by the solution of the boundary layer problem
The system
where x is considered as a parameter is called the fast system; its set of equilibria is called the slow manifold and is defined by
This manifold is composed of the following straight segments in R 3 + restricted to the invariant domain T :
Let us denote L i , for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, as the component of slow manifold
where ϕ i and ψ i were defined previously. (6) can be approximated by the solution of the reduced equation (20) which is the limit system at slow time t
The previous heuristic description of the solution's behavior is specified in Tikhonov's theory (see Theorem 1 of Lobry et al. [21] , Theorem 3.1 of Kokotović et al. [19] ): If a solution (x(τ ), y(τ ), z(τ )) of system (6) starts from a point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) ∈ T , then (y(τ ), z(τ )) quickly converge towards stable point (ϕ i (x 0 ), ψ i (x 0 )), then a slow motion takes place in the vicinity of slow curve L i .
More precisely, by applying Tikhonov's theorem, we can state the following result. (16) starting at point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) verifies the following asymptotic properties, when ε goes to 0,
B(L i ) and consider ξ(t) as the solution of reduced equation (20) such that ξ(0) = x 0 and which is defined for t ∈ [0, T ]. Then solution (x(t), y(t), z(t)) of system
Since there is a boundary layer at t = 0, lim ε→0 y(t) = ϕ i (ξ(t)) and lim ε→0 z(t)ψ i (ξ(t)) only hold for 0 < t ≤ T , we have in fact
where (η(τ ), ζ(τ )) is the solution of boundary layer problem (18).
Averaging of the slow dynamics
The period of the seasonal SIS system is T τ so, in time t, the corresponding period is T t = εT τ . Hence period T t is small, so that in one period the solution has a small movement when it is close to slow manifold L. To determine the long term behavior of solution of periodic SIS system (16) we apply an averaging method:
Let us denote, on the interval
We also denote the components of the slow manifolds by L j i with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3} corresponding to interval I j . Suppose that, for some sets of parameters of system (16),
and (x(t), y(t), z(t)) as the solution of system (16) starting from (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) at the instant t 0 = 0. Let
be the sequence of the positions at each period of the trajectory of periodic SIS system (16) . Because β i (τ ) are switched signals, a trajectory of this system is a concatenation of arcs of trajectories of the system in each interval of commutation with the corresponding set of parameters. In order to evaluate the variation of slow variable x(t) around x n we make the following change in variable and time. Let a ∈ (0, 1) and
system (16) becomes
We again apply Tikhonov's theory: when ε tends towards 0 we obtain the slow system
which corresponds to the reduced system
Now computing the total variation of X(s) over one period T s we obtain
Applying the mean value theorem, the rate of variations of (x n ) with respect to (t n ) is
Hence the slow component x(t) of the solution of periodic SIS system (16) is approximated, in the vicinity of slow manifold L , by the solution starting from (t 0 , x 0 ) = (0, x 0 ) of the averaged equation
We have achieved the following result. Case a b c
Theorem 6. Let the averaged problem be
dx dt = Θ 1 f 1 (x) + Θ 2 f 2 (x) + Θ 3 f 3 (x)x(0) = x 0(26)γ 2 < β − 2 β − 2 < γ 2 < β + 2 β + 2 < γ 2 1 γ 1 < β − 1 L 1 1 L 2 1 L 3 1 S : L 1 1 L 2 1 L 3 3 L 1 3 L 2 3 L 3 3 A : L 1 3 L 2 3 L 3 1 2 β − 1 < γ 1 < β + 1 L 1 1 L 2 2 L 3 2 S : L 1 1 L 2 2 L 3 0 L 1 3 L 2 0 L 3 0 A : L 1 3 L 2 0 L 3 2 3 β + 1 < γ 1 L 1 2 L 2 2 L 3 2 S : L 1 2 L 2 2 L 3 0 L 1 0 L 2 0 L 3 0 A : L 1 0 L 2 0 L 3 2
Table 2
Constant B in the different cases, synchronous β i (τ ) and asynchronous β i (τ ).
Case Constant B with synchronous β i (τ ) Constant B with asynchronous β i (τ ) a1, a2, a3
Table 3
Constant A in the different cases, synchronous and asynchronous β i (τ ). Table 1 gives the attractive components of the slow manifolds in each case, whereas Tables 2 and 3 give constants A and B in these cases with synchronous or asynchronous β i (τ ).
Construction of curve Γ m
For j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we consider the attractive component L Since x m is the unique steady state for averaged equation (26) , these arcs of trajectories Γ j m join together the points M j and realize a cycle denoted by Γ m which is macroscopically stable that is every solution of the seasonal SIS system (6) starting in T enters after a transitory any small, of diameter O(ε), tubular neighborhood of Γ m . From a practical point of view this is perhaps enough to characterize the behavior of the disease. But we can also prove, by using Brouwer's fixed point theorem, the existence of at least one periodic solution of periodic SIS system (6) in a small neighborhood of Γ m .
We have the following lemma which is a straightforward consequence of Tikhonov's theorem and Theorem 6. Now, using Brouwer's fixed point theorem, we conclude that system (6) has a periodic solution which lies in a small tubular neighborhood of Γ m . This ends the proof of Theorem 4.
Numerical simulation
In this section, we analyze the impact of the theoretical results we obtained, and we carry out some simulations of the dynamics to illustrate our results. These simulations are undertaken using parameter values given in Tables 4, 5 and 6. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 represent the periodic solution in the different cases, with synchronicity, except case c3 which is trivial, while Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represent this periodic solution with non-synchronicity. The assumption we made on transmission parameters enable two distinct situations to be considered: Synchronicity corresponds to the case of two regions in the same hemisphere, whereas non-synchronicity corresponds to regions in two distinct hemispheres. The difference between the values of θ 1 and θ 2 may be interpreted in terms of latitudinal gradient, for example in the synchronous case, region 1 has a lower latitude than region 2.
Small migrations play no role in making the epidemic persistent in the patch where it would have died out without any migration. This is especially so in case c1 where β + 2 < γ 2 and γ 1 < β − 1 or as well as in case a3 (see Fig. 3 , case a3 and Fig. 4, case c1 ).
In these cases the level of infective in the non-epidemic patch remains low, even if the level of infection is high in the other patch (the epidemic patch).
Synchronicity versus non-synchronicity has no effect in the persistence or non-persistence of the epidemics. However, it has an effect on the timing of the epidemics in each patch (cases a1, b1 and b2). To be more precise, when synchronicity for the transmission coefficients in the two patches is present, infective outbreaks appear at the same time, i.e. at the beginning of each period. Otherwise, non-synchronicity in the transmission parameters leads to non-synchronicity in the epidemics, that is to say at the beginning of the period, when infective level is high in patch 1, it is low in patch 2 (see, for example, in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 the case b2).
We notice that synchronicity or non-synchronicity has no effect on the total population of each patch when β low in patch 1, synchronicity or non-synchronicity plays a role in the total size of population in the patches (see case b2 in Figs. 4 and 6 ). This asymmetry is due to the latitude's gradient between the two patches. A classical tool used for studying disease persistence is the threshold number R 0 . For metapopulation models with connected patches, this threshold gives information on the stability of the disease-free equilibrium in the whole population. Brauer and Van Den Driesch [8] consider a model with immigration of the infective. Arino and Van den Driesch [4] consider a model with immigration of both the susceptibles and the infectives. They prove that a threshold R 0 exists such that if R 0 < 1, the disease dies out in each patch and if R 0 > 1, the solution tends towards an endemic equilibrium, for which the disease is present in both patches. Arino et al. [3] provide numerical examples with two patches to study the influence of travel rates independent of states of health. They consider a situation where, when the two patches are not connected, the disease dies out in one patch while it is endemic in the other one. A low travel rate can leads to endemicity in both patches, whilst a greater travel rate leads to a fading of the epidemics in the two of them. Several authors have extended the definition of R 0 to the case of periodic environments (Wang and Zhao [31] , Inaba [17] ). Bacaër and Ait Dads [5, 6] , give an interpretation of their R 0 as the asymptotic ratio of the size of successive generations of newborns.
In periodic models, R 0 gives an average information. In our work, we do not need to compute such thresholds as we give an exhaustive description of all cases that can be met. In particular, according to the values taken by the parameters, we are able to determine whether the epidemic is persistent in one patch or not. This information is thus more useful than an averaged threshold R 0 .
Conclusion
We study the role of both migration and seasonality in the persistence of epidemics. Contrary to a large part of mathematical literature, we not only compute the existence of thresholds such that the epidemic is persistent, but we also study the qualitative behavior of the epidemic in each patch. We provide easy-to-read tables that enable the emergence or non-emergence of the epidemic outbreak in each patch to be understood.
